Why Neutrino Experiments ?
• Over the last decade an incredible discovery has Over the last decade an incredible discovery has emerged in particle physics: Neutrinos have tiny (sub-eV) masses.
• We don't know what new beyond-the-StandardModel physics is responsible for the tiny masses, but it' b d t b thi iti it's bound to be something exciting.
• The long-term goal for the neutrino program is to h ong t rm goa for th n utr no program s to answer the question:
What new physics is responsible for sub-eV neutrino p y p masses ?
Which Neutrino Measurements ?
• We don't know exactly what we need to do to pin down the physics responsible for neutrino masses down the physics responsible for neutrino masses, but there is a broad consensus that the first steps for the accelerator-based neutrino program are:
Measure the unknown mixing angle  (is it non zero) ? -Measure the unknown mixing angle  13 (is it non-zero) ? -Determine the pattern of neutrino masses (mass hierarchy) -Find or constrain CP violation in the neutrino sector (measure or constrain the CP phase ) (measure or constrain the CP phase )
• The less clear longer-term steps may involve finding more neutrino surprises will probably involve more neutrino surprises, will probably involve guidance from other experimental results (LHC, CLV, neutrinoless  …), & will almost certainly involve p isi n n t in p m t m s m nts: precision neutrino parameter measurements: A New Type of Neutrino Beam
• A Neutrino Factory would provide a new type of neutrino beam, made from muon decays (c.f. charged pion decays for conventional neutrino beams beams.
• Since muons live 100 longer than charged pions, S nce muons l ve 00 longer than charged p ons, to be efficient a linear muon decay channel would have to be tens of km long, hence: Geer, Mena, & Pascoli, Phys. Rev. D75, 093001, (2007); Bross, Ellis, Geer, Mena,& Pascoli, Phys. Rev. D77, 093012 (2008) Phys. Rev. Special Topics AB, Ankenbrandt, Bogacz, Bross, Geer, Johnstone, Neuffer, Popovic -in press
•New ideas on how to affordably magnetize a very large low Z fully active detector have opened the possibility of a low energy NF, ideal it  13 is "large" •A Low Energy NF with a FNAL -Homestake baseline has discovery sensitivity down to sin 2 2 13 = O(10 -3 -10 -4 ) ! 10 4 ) ! 
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• Jet disrupted on a ms timescale (disruption length <28 cm ~ 2 i l h Th j b d bli h i lf f p p g int. lengths. The jet was observed to re-establish itself after 15ms … before the next beam pulse arrives → rep. rate 70Hz.
• Preliminary analysis suggests this target technology is good Preliminary analysis suggests this target technology is good for beams up >8 MW !
cm
Hg jet in a 15T solenoid observed with a high-g speed camera • If the community wishes, after a few more years of preconstruction R&D, neutrino factory p y construction could begin as early as the late 2010's • The NF & MC front-ends are, in present designs, the same and require a 4MW (or more) proton the same … and require a 4MW (or more) proton source providing 3ns long (or less) bunches with a rep rate of a few x 10Hz. We believe we have the p target technology for this.
• Realizing a NF would mitigate many of the technical risks ass ciated ith realizin a MC technical risks associated with realizing a MC 
